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d-band is fulj but the hole conduction cannot be
neglected. The experimental value of Ro then requires
that o~/o, =0.3. According to existing theory of con-
ductivity for temperatures above the characteristic
temperature of the lattice
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where m. =effective mass of s-band electrons, m~ ——eGec-
tive mass of d-band electrons (absolute value), r, = re-
laxation time of s-band electrons, and a~=relaxation
time of d-band electrons. The specific heat measure-
ments of Keesom and Clark" indicate that m, /m~—1/28, which would give r~/r, =8. No physically
signihcant calculations have yet been given for r~/r„
but it is plausible that r&& 7, because of the low velocity
of d-band electrons relative to the velocity of s-band
electrons.

i W. H. Keesom and C. W. Clark. , Physica 2, 513 (1935).

Of the two possible interpretations of the experi-
mental value of Ro, the latter, in which the negative
Hall eGect from s-band conduction is counteracted by
the positive Hall e8ect due to hole conduction, appears
to be the most likely alternative. The result &r~/u„=0 3.
does not appear to contradict any existing experimental
evidence. It is believed that this is the only quantitative
evaluation of the conductivity ratio that has been
attempted. Furthermore, it is necessary that oq/0„) 1
for Co and Fe to produce the observed positive Hall
eQ'ects, unless some agency entirely diferent from hole
conduction is responsible for these positive Hall eGects.

It is expected that a clearer understanding of the
hole conduction will be achieved with the completion
of measurements of Ro and R~ that are now being
carried out on the Ni —Cu and the Ni —Co series of
alloys.

The authors are grateful for helpful discussions with
a number of individuals including F. Seitz and G.
%'annier and to the International Nickel Company for
supplying the nickel samples.
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A mathematical treatment of the coupled motion of hydrodynamic Bow and electromagnetic fields is
given. Two simplifying assumptions are introduced: first, the conductivity of the medium is infinite, and
second, the motion is described by a plane shock wave. Various orientations of the plane of the shock and
the magnetic field are discussed separately, and the extreme relativistic and unrelativistic behavior is
examined. Special consideration is given to the behavior of weak shocks, that is, of sound waves. It is
interesting to note that the waves degenerate into common sound waves and into common electromagnetic
waves in the extreme cases of very weak and very strong magnetic fields.

I. INTRODUGTION

''T has been shown recently that the interaction
- ~ between hydrodynamic motion and magnetic Gelds

in a conducting liquid is of importance in problems of
astrophysics, geophysics, and the behavior of interstellar

gas masses. ' The non-linear character of the hydro-

dynamic equations raises difBculties in the treatment of
these problems. So far only the linear problem of sound

propagation has been treated' and this one only for a
transverse wave propagating along the lines of force.
It is the purpose of the following investigation to
clarify the behavior of plane waves in magneto-hydro-

~ This document is based on work performed at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory of the University of California under the
auspices of the AEC.

i H. Alfvbn, Arkiv. f. Mat. Astron. Fysik 29A, 12 (1943).
K. C. Bullarfl, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 197, 433 (1949)—See this paper
for additional bibliography. E. Fermi, Phys. Rev. 75, 1169 (1949).
C. %alen, Arkiv. f. Mat. Astron. Fysik 30A, 15 (1944).

~ H. Alfvbn, Arkiv. f. Mat. Astron. Fysik 29$, 2 (1943}.

dynamics. The non-linear case of shock waves will be
of primary interest and the simpler behavior of sound
waves will be obtained by considering shocks of small
amplitude. Two special cases of magneto-hydrodynamic
waves are well known in physics. One is the hydro-
dynamic shock and the other the pure electromagnetic
wave. It will be clear from the formalism which we are
going to develop that these can be obtained from the
magneto-hydrodynamic shock as limiting cases. In order
to permit a treatment of waves which are similar to
electromagnetic waves we shall need to discuss shock
velocities which are close to the velocity of light. Ke
therefore must include a relativistic treatment.

In order to limit ourselves to the simplest possible
case we shall make the assumption that the conductivity
is infinite. One consequence of this assumption is that
the self-induction will prevent a change in the magnetic
fields if the substance carrying the magnetic field is at
rest. Actually the conductivity is finite. However, the
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time in which magnetic Gelds can change appreciably is
proportional to the conductivity times the square of
the linear dimensions of the system under consideration.
In the applications to cosmic problems the linear
dimension is usually so great that changes of the
magnetic Geld in a system at rest are eBectively ex-
cluded even if the conductivity is moderate. Thus the
case of infinite conductivity will furnish us with a good
model of the situations of interest.

If the conducting liquid is in motion it can Qow

freely along the magnetic lines gf force without a6ecting
the latter. If, on the other hand, material streams in a
direction perpendicular to the lines of force, these will

behave as though they were 6rmly attached to the
Quid. This can be seen by the following qualitative
argument. Consider an imaginary closed path which
moves along with the liquid. Since the conductivity is
infinite, the e.m.f. along this path must at all times be
zero. It follows that the magnetic Qux enclosed by the
closed path is time independent. Since this statement
holds for any closed path, it follows that no sidewise
shift of magnetic lines with respect to the Quid is
possible.

It also follows from the above assumption that the
electric fields vanish in a coordinate system that is at
rest in the liquid. The vector S will vanish in the same
system and it is unnecessary to introduce the dielectric
constant. As a further simplification we shall assume
X=8 so that only the six vector 8, X is needed to
describe the electromagnetic Geld.

While most of the derivations will refer to a general
equation of state of matter, we shall be interested in
particular in the case in which the Quid is an ideal gas
for which y, the ratio of specific heats at constant
volume to constant pressure, is a fixed number. This is
a satisfactory approximation for the equation of state
within stars and for interstellar gases. In the latter
case the eGective value of y may depend on the presence
of dust and on the question of whether or not equi-
librium with radiation is established.

IL LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SHOCKS

In normal shock hydrodynamics it is proved that the
motion in a shock proceeds perpendicularly to the shock
front. We shall see later that in magneto-hydrodynamics
this is no longer necessarily so. When treating shocks
whose direction of propagation is parallel or perpen-
dicular to the magnetic force lines, one obtains solutions
of the shock equations if one assumes that all motion
is parallel to the direction of shock propa, gation. These
shocks we shall call longitudinal shocks. In addition we
shall consider discontinuities in which the motion of
material is along the surface of discontinuity (and
therefore perpendicular to the direction of propagation).
These are transverse shocks. These transverse shocks
have in normal hydrodynamics a propagation velocity
equal to zero and are there caHed slipstreams rather
than shocks. In magneto-hydrodynamics transverse

shocks have a Gnite propagation velocity if the magnetic
Geld is perpendicular to the shock front; the propaga. tion
velocity of transverse waves is zero (as in normal
hydrodynamics) when the magnetic field is parallel to
the shock front. All this will be proved later.

In the case of a transverse shock the magnetic lines
of force will have in general a diGerent direction before
and after the shock has passed and therefore the
expression "transverse shock" does not apply in a strict
sense. The only case in which this expression may be
applied is that of a weak transverse shock, i.e., in
transverse sound propagation, in which case the mag-
netic lines are only slightly diBerent in direction before
and after the passage of the wave. These are in fact the
magneto-hydrodynamic waves discussed by Alfven~ and
they possess the velocity X/(4np) &. It will be observed
that for a vanishing magnetic 6eld this velocity goes to
zero. We shall not treat this transverse sound wave in
detail here because its properties will be obtained by
appropriate specialization from the oblique shock
equation.

In the following Sections III and IV we discuss the
longitudinal shocks for the cases of shock propagation
parallel and perpendicular to X. The discussion of
oblique shocks in which the terms transverse and
longitudinal motion do not apply directly mill be
reserved for a 6nal Section V.

IG. PARALLEL SHOCKS

We shall assume that the shock propagates in the x
direction, i.e., that its plane is the y —z plane. The
magnetic Gelds have components only along the x
direction. It is easy to see that in this case the hydro-
dynamic motion is not coupled to the magnetic 6eld
and the shock proceeds as in ordinary hydrodynamics.
We give a detailed discussion, however, in order to
introduce the proper relativistic terminology. There
are two kinds of coordinate systems which are relevant:

(a) The co moving s-ystems: These systems are those
in which the observer is at rest relative to the medium
on the one or other side of the shock. They wi11. be
denoted by a prime. Owing to the infinite value of the
conductivity all electric 6elds vanish in the primed
systems.

(b) The shock system: This system is one in which the
observer is at rest relative to the shock front and will be
denoted by unprimed letters. Viewed from this coordi-
nate system the flow will appear time-independent.

We denote the two regions on either side of the shock
by 1 and 2, respectively. In the region 1 the Qom

velocity v& will be directed toward the shock plane; in
region 2 the velocity v2 is directed away from that plane.

According to the de6nition of the parallel shock all
components of the magnetic 6elds vanish with the
exception of' Xi, ,' and X2,'. By a Lorentz transforma-

'The index 1 or 2 will always appear at the bottom of the
quantity it qualifies as the first sabscrint. It is seoarate3 from the
symbols of the coordinates (x, y, z, I, or in general e) by a comma.
If no index 1 or 2 appears the formula applies to both i and 2.
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tion we 6nd

and

—0
BI,„=O
81,=0

b2, ,=0
82, „=0
b2, ,=0

'*= "*t
SC,'„=0
3CI, ,=O

l2, x 2, s
3C2, „=0
X2, ,=0

for the primed system:

q'c'= n'(mo'c'+E'), (4)

where n' is the density of particles, mo' the average rest
mass, and E' the excess energy per particle over and
above the rest energy. We shall restrict the discussion
to fluids. For these the energy momentum stress tensor
has a particularly simple form in the primed system:
only the diagonal components T„„'diGer from zero.

Furthermore, div3C=0, so that

l, s 2, x. (3)

T..'= p' —(K.')'/Sar,

T„„'=T.,'= p'+ (aC.')'/Sx,

Tgg' q'+(——K ')'/Sec',

(5)

(6)

(&)

We see that on the boundary curlh vanishes and hence
BR/Bt=0 as was to be expected.

In order to set up the relativistic shock equations we
de6ne the quantity p' as the relativistic energy density

where p' is the pressure in the co-moving system.
If one performs the Lorentz transformation to the

shock system which moves with a velocity e relative to
the primed system, he obtains for the tensor:

n'~+P' (~*')'

1—(e'/c') 8n.

[sg'+ (s/c')P']

1—(v'/c')

(3C,')'
p'+—

8~

(3c ')'
P'+

8

L~~'+ (v—/")P']

1—(s' c')

n'+(s'/c')P' (~.')'
+

1—(s'/c') Sec'

(8)

Equation (8) will hold on both sides of the shock; i.e., and
all quantities should be given the subscript 1 or all
quantities the subscript 2.

One group of shock equations is obtained from the ~~"' "'+,P'
~~

fact that the four-dimensional divergence of T vanishes:

divT =0.

t'

c')
t' »l= I»'»+ —Pl'

Ic' J ( c' J

we obtain

(10)

(»'»'+Pi)/(1 —»'/c') = (»'»'+P2)/(1 —»'/c') (1l)

Since the Qow depends only on the x coordinate, we
know that B/By and B/Bs are zero and since the shock
system is sts, tionary, B/Bt is zero. Thus BT„/Bx=0 and
BT„/Bx=0 and in general all components T,„are
independent of x. This statement continues to hold
across the shock discontinuity, since it must hold in any
approximation in which the shock is replaced by an
increasingly steep but continuous change of the physical
variables. We therefore 6nd that the xx components of
the tensors TI and T2 are equal and similarly the xt
components of these tensors are equal. Recalling that

An additional shock equation is obtained from the
conservation of particles; i.e., the number of particles
arriving and leaving per unit time must be equal:

~l~l ~2~2 ~

This may be written in the co-moving systems as

n, 'v, (1 eP/c')-~—=n, '»(1 »'/ )-c~—

(13)

(14)

Equations (11)—(13) do not contain' K. It is easy to see
that these equations reduce to the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations in the non-relativistic approximation. In fact,
(14) reduces to the equation of conservation of mass.
Neglecting s'/c' and replacing n' by nmo in (11) one
obtains the unrelativistic equation for the conservation

' They are the same equations as have been derived by A. H.
Taub, Phys. Rev. 74, 328 (1948), for relativistic shocks, with a
slightly different notation.
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of momenta. The leading term in (12) is identical with
(14). If one expands (12) in powers of v'/c', subtracts
(14), and substitutes from (4), the leading terms in the
difference give

X,i, „and K2, „are related by virtue of the fact that we
have assumed the magnetic force lines to be attached
to the particles. Thus, the density of magnetic force
lines is proportional to the density of particles and we
have

c [Qnlmovl +nlE1+plvlj
c [2n2mOV2 +n2+2+p2v21. (13) or smee

This is the Rankine-Hugoniot equation expressing it follows
conservation of energy.

~1,2 /'nl +2, 2 /n2

nl' ——nl[1 —(vl/c)'j&,

Kl, 2/nl K2, 2/n2

(17)

(18)

(19)

hi, .——0 X'.), ,=0
3C]„y

L1—(»/c)'j' .
(»/c)~L, '

[1—(»/c)'3'

(16)

IV, PERPENDICULAR SHOCK

The shock again propagates in the x direction and
owing to the infinite value of the conductivity all electric
fields vanish in the primed systems. According to the
deinition of the perpendicular shock all components of
the magnetic 6elds vanish with the exception of Xi,„'.

By a Lorentz transformation we find Finally, since

we have
$2, ,——(v2/c)X2, „, (21)

(22)

so that in the shock system curl8=0 at the boundary,
which yields BX/47t=0 as expected.

The energy-momentum tensor follows from (16) as:

Equation (19) is merely a special case of the general
statement that the density of magnetic lines of force
divided by the density of particles in a perpendicular
shock will retain the same value in all coordinate
systems. Furthermore because of Eq. (13)

1, y&1 2, y&2 ~

n'~+p'+ [(~.')'/8~3[1+ (v'/c')7

1—(v'/c')

(X„')2
p'—

(~2')'
p'+

8x

[vv'+(vlc—')p'+(v!c') (X')'/4~ j
1—(v' c')

(23)

—[vV'+ (v/c') P'+ (v/c') (BC„')'/42r j
1—(v'/c')

Ke introduce the energy density q in the unprimed
system

~ =v'/[1 —(v/c)'j

and define the auxiliary quantity

p= p'/[1 (v/c)'j. —

(24)

To simplify the notation for the remainder of this
section we set K=K„, K'=BC„'. Making use of (16)
we get

g'+ (v'/c') P'+ [(X„')'/82rc j[1+(v'/c )1

1—(v'/c')

RELATIVISTIC IDEAL GAS

The 6rst use we shall make of these equations will
be to derive the sound velocity for a monoatomic gas
in the extreme relativistic case. Ke must, therefore,
fjLnd the relevant equation of state. For a relativistic
gas we may write

21'c2= A [P'c'+mo2c4 j4P2dP

Xexp[ —(P'c'+ m&pc') 1/kT]I, (29)

aC =K'/[1 —(v/c)'j. (26)

Thus, in analogy to the treatment presented for the
parallel shock, Eq. (23) with the use of Eqs. (24)
through (26) yields

'9 1Vl +pl+ (~1 /82r) = V2V2 +p2+ (~2 /82r)

V lvl+ (vip 1/c')+ (vgK12/c242r)
=V2v2+(v2P2/c2)+(vye22/c242r). (28)

Ac'
t

P4dP

3 & (P'c2+m22c4)4

)(exp[—(P'c'+ m22c') &/k Tj, (30)

(31)kT»mpc', P'c'»mp'c'

(27) where P is a momentum and A a normalization con-
stant. En the extreme relativistic ease
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and Eqs. (29) and (30) are related by

vJ c =3p (32)

we thus wish to examine the case p, &»1; p2»1. In the
approximation vl= vp Eq. (14) reduces to

and also using (24) and (25)

f/c =3p.

Sg pg=82 p2.

Similarly, Eq. (20) becomes Xl X——2 or

(43)

(44)Ky pj=K2 p2.Since we are interested in the sound velocity, the
quantities in Eqs. (27) and (28) carrying subscripts 1
and 2 diBer by inhnitesimal amounts. If we take the
dHkrences of the two sides of these two equations and
divide by v2 —vl=dv, we get using (33)

Equations (27) and (28) then reduce to the same state-
ment, namely,

»c +Pl '92c +P2

d ~ qc' X."—gv+ +—=0
do 3 Sx'.

XP—»~l 1—I+pll 1—I+c) 0 c ) 82r 42rc
d 4 v3."—~v+——=0.
dv 3 c'4x. (46)

v2) ( v2) X2 v2X2
=-npcpl 1—I+ppl 1—I+

c ) ( c ) Spr 42rc,
Similarly, from (20)

Multiplying (28) by —c, adding (27), and retaining
terms of the order (c—vl), (c—vp), and (X,—X2) one

(34) obtains

(3v'—c')/(c' —v') = r (37)

r=9(X')2/162rg'C2. (38)

d(xv)/d v =0. (36)

Using the last four equations and eliminating q, d21/dv,
dX/dv as well as re-introducing P' and X' we f'nd

Using the approximation

p'=2(1 —v/c) '
and the equation

Hp vlXp ( vl ) Xp 'vpXl

8lr 42rc & c ) Spr Sprcp

(47)

(48)

Thus, when X'=0, i.e. there is no applied magnetic K t,4&.Equation p46p can be written as

When K'~~, then
v= c/VS. (39) '»c Pl XP '62c P2 X2

(40)
(W)' (22)' 16~(l 2)' (22)' (~2)' 1«(22)'

At intermediate values of 3'. we 6nd

v =CD1+r)/(3+r) j& (41)

Equations (45) and (49) can be written as

(pl) vl C +(Ill) pl (n2) YJ2 C +(p2) p2 q (50)

Equation (40) shows that the sound velocity becomes
equal to the light velocity when the contribution of
matter to the energy momentum tension tensor becomes
relatively unimportant. This agrees with expectation.
One may 6nd it surprising that in the absence of a
magnetic 6eld the sound velocity' is c/v3 while the
velocity of the particles in the extreme relativistic case
is equal to c. The reason is that in the random thermal
motion the particles move obliquely in the propagating
wave.

THE LIMITING CASE v c

g'C2 =n'rn pc'+ (3n'kT/2)

p'= n'kT

Hence our equations become

(52)

(53)

—pl'c'+ pl'+ (Xl')2/162r(pl)'
=—q2'c'+ p2'+ (X2')'/162r(pp)'. (51)

Examine now Eqs. (50) and (51) for the special case of
a weak shock (sound velocity). In particular, we shall
investigate whether a=c is consistent with the presence
of a cold ideal gas (i.e., non-relativistic equation of
state of the matter). Then

We have seen above that, in the special case of an
extremely relativistic equation of state, e is equal to c
in the case 3."—+~. Ke shall now investigate the
conditions necessary for e—+c.

First we shall assume that eI=c and em=c. Making
use of the contraction

d(n'p)/dp=0

d(X'2l)/dy =0

d t' 5—apl n'pnpcp+ n'kT
I
=0-

& 2

(54)

(55)

(56)

p=(1—v'/c) 1

' A. R. Curtis, Proc. Roy. Soc. A206, 248 {1950).

(42) d p 1 q (X')'——
I

n'rnpcp+ n'kT I+-
dp 0 2 ) 162rpp

(57)
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Since for our unrelativistic equation of state kT(&mv, addition (1—vt/c)&(1 and also n'&&1 do not hold, it
we find that (54) and (56) yield follows that

5 d(kT)
n'mvc2+-p, n' =0.

2 dp,
(58)

v= 2('vl+'v2) vl v2

12 =k(82+122 )=BR=42
X=,(X1+X2)=Xl=X2.

(61)

From (54), (55), and (57) it follows that

n' mvc2 2n—n'[d(kT)/dn5 I (x—')2/42rn25=0. (59)

Eliminating d(kT)/dil from (58) and (59) one obtains Xhv+vhX= 0 (62)

Equations (13), (20), (27), and (28) can be written in
powers of the quantities Av= v&

—v2,

hp= pl —p2 and EX=X1—X2 as follows:

(X')2/82r =3n2n'm2C2/5. (60) v'&V+v(V1+g2)hv+4hg(&v)2+&p+(XAX/42r) =0 (63)

Thus it is seen that for v= c there is indeed a possibility
that the material stays cold provided the magnetic
energy is considerably greater than the rest energy.
Equations (60) and (41) show that the sound velocity
approaches light velocity for both the unrelativistic and
the relativistic ideal gas, provided that the magnetic
energy density becomes large compared with the
material energy density.

Ke shall now enquire in greater generality whether
the case of a predominant magnetic field will indeed
have as a consequence that the propagation velocity is
close to the velocity of light. We assume that (1—vl/c)
is not small compared with unity and we shall show
that (except for quite peculiar equations of state) this
is incompatible with the assumption that X2/82r is
large compared with the material energy density.

If the magnetic terms dominate comparison of (20),
(27) and (28) shows that vl=v2 and Xl=X2. If in

211+'92 v (Pl+ P2)
vb,g+ b,v+—hp+ d v

2 42

(64)
vXAX hv(EX)2

+ +
4xc2 16xc2

Multiplying (64) by v and subtracting from (63) we get

AP XAX vdv (~X)2t
+ ('Sl+ 'S2)C + (Pl+P2)+

p,
2 4xp2 2c' 8 !

(hv)'. (65)

The last term on the right-hand side is of higher order
and may be neglected. The erst term can be trans-
formed with the help of (62)

vAv (SX)2—(vl+n2)c'+ (Pl+P2)+
2c 8x

xax ( v2)
I
—(211+g2)c2+(pl+p2)+(hx)2/82rl

P

&c2) I !3'.

2
(66)

The bracket on the right-hand side of (66) is small
compared with unity. Thus all of the right-hand side
of (65) is negligible and one obtains

6p = —XhX/42r. (67)

Next (63) will be multiplied by (v/c') and subtracted
from (64)

It is seen from (69) that

c'l~~l«I~pl (70)

Dividing by y one has

(71)

Condition (71) does not seem to be in direct contra-
diction to any general law but it requires a somewhat
peculiar equation of state. For the extreme relativistic
ideal gas Eq. (32) states that c2hv'= 3kp', which contra-
dicts (71). In general, using (4), and introducing

vugg hv! (AX)2
—

i (ql+q2)(c2 —2v2)+(pl+ p2)+-
+2 2C2 [ 8m

v(hv)'
+ hv. (68)

4c2
I'= l (n '+n ') =I '= n '

jb,n'= ny' —n2'

b,E'= Eg' —E2'
(72)

c2hv'= fmvc2+$(E1'+E2')5hn'+n'~' (73).
With the help of (41), (62), and (67) the quantity hn'
can be expressed in terms of hp'.c26V = —Vl @26p

(nl+n2)(c' —2v')+(pl+ p2)+ (&X)'/8~
+ (69)

(X'/4v)

n2n'Lm, c2+-22(El'+ E2')5
42hg'=— hp'+n'~'. (74)

I.(x')'/4~5

The last term on the right-hand side of (68) is small
compared with the left hand side and will be neglected.

we get

Transforming the Grst term in a manner similar to
(66) and using (67) leads to the result
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To obtain the non-relativistic approximation we neglect
all terms containing c '. Setting the material density

I
p =S tÃ0

and dropping the primes for simplicity in the non-
relativistic case we get the equation

pl+ plvl'+ (acl)'/Spr =p2+ ppv2'+ (3'.2)'/Spr, (78)

which expresses conservation of momentum.
If in Eq. (28) all terms containing c ' should be

dropped, the result would be identical with the conser-
vation of matter, Eq. (13),

pcs= p&2 (79)

Here the coeflicient of hp' is small compared with unity
and it follows from (74) and (71) that

n'f aE'i «f op'/. (75)

Remembering that (An'/n')&(1 and applying (71) to
the non-relativistic case one sees that we are indeed led
to this strange conclusion: The particle density changes
little and the energy density (exclusive of rest energy)
changes by a negligible amount compared to the change
in pressure. This is not absurd but quite unusual.

Thus for the extreme relativistic ideal gas and for
most non-relativistic equations of state one may con-
clude that (1—vl/c)(&1 is not compatible with pre-
dominance of magnetic field energies. It seems the rule
that the propagation velocity of the shock approaches
c as (3C')2/Spr becomes the leading term in the energy
density.

NON-RELATIVISTIC PERPENDICULAR SHOCK

Equation (27) may be written as

nl'(npo'+ El'/c') v12+ pl'+ (Kl') 2/Spr

1—(vl/c)'

np'(npo'+ E2'/c') v2'+ p2'+ (x2')'/82r
(76)

1—(v2 c)'

which reduces to the familiar expression for the sound
velocity in case the magnetic field vanishes. In case
the magnetic field dominates, (83) reduces to

v= K/(4~po) '. (84)

I
1 li-&

»-v2= (Pp*-Pl*)
I

(Pl P2)-

( 1 1i (p*+p,*i
I p, p2) L. 2

IDEAL GAS

(87)

(88)

Let us now specialize the previous section for the
case of an ideal gas; i.e., let

E=p/(y 1)p. —(89)

Here y satisfies the inequality 1(&&3/5. Using (17)
we define the constant

~1/Pl ~2/P2 (90)

Then we may verify that the following relation holds
between E* and p*:

This formula for the sound velocity looks like the
Alfven velocity. This agreement is fortuitous. The
derivation of the Alfven velocity is given later under
the section treating the oblique shock.

Equations (78) and (80) can be simplified by the
substitutions

pl*=pl+ (3'.1)'/Spr (85)

El*= El+(3C1)'/Sprpl (86)

with analogous equations for P2* and E2*. In fact, the
quantities p* and E* are the sums of material and
magnetic pressures and energies.

Equations (78) and (80) then become the familiar
Rankine-Hugoniot equations with p and E replaced by
their respective starred quantities which include the
appropriate electromagnetic contribution. A solution
of these equations yields the familiar shock equations.

Expanding (14) and (28) in powers of v'/c' and sub-
tracting the highest remaining terms gives the non-
relativistic approximation to the energy equation

EIPlvl+ 2 Plvl + plvl+vl(~1) /42r

E2P2vp+2P2v2 +p2v2+v2(~2) /42r (80)

p* (v —2) p~E*= +
(y —1)p (y —1) Spr

Substituting (91) into (88) we find

(91)

%e may derive the sound velocity in this case from
Eqs. (78) and (80). By reasoning analogous to that
presented in obtaining Eqs. (34) and (35) we find that

(dP/dv)+2ppv+ (v'd pp/dv) —(3'.)2/42rv =0 (81)

pov+ vpd pp/dv =0 (82)

i i
p

2pl 2p2 (y —1)pp

i i
Pl

2p2 2pl (r—1)pl

v' (V-2)
(pp —pl) (92)

Spr (y —1)

and hence

t' dp/dv K2 i +&

+
(dpp/dv 42rppi

In ordinary shock hydrodynamics of an ideal gas for
pp) pl it follows that P2& Pl and (p2/pl) & (y+1)/(y —1).

(83) Thus (y+1)/(y —1) is the maximum compression
obtainable. Similar relations are'true in magneto-
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hydrodynamic shocks. For this purpose we set

~= (v+ 1)/(v —1) (95)

&4~) ~—i
(94)

%e note that n& i and that for the case of interest to
us, namely, y&2, the expression P)0. Equation (92)
may then be written as

0. i a 1
kt'k Pl P(P2 Pk).

-p2 pl- -pl p2
(95)

dS=dQ/T,

where dQ is the heat added to get from k to l:
(97)

dQ R Ek +pk (xl xk) (98)

but from Eq. (88)

E(*—Ek*= -', (pg*—pk*) (xk—xk)
2(Pk*+—pk*)(xi ») (9—9)

so that

Assuming (pk —pk) )0 we see that (a/pk —1/pk) &0 and
therefore from (95), (n/pk —1/pk) )0 or

(pk/pk) & n= (y+1)/(y —1). (96)

Since, furthermore, (a/pk) —(1/pk) & (n/pk) —(1/pk) fol-
lows from pk& p~, it can be further seen from (95) that
p 4)p

STABILITY AND CHANGE OF ENTROPY

%e shall now investigate whether a compressive
shock p2) p~ is thermodynamically stable, i.e., whether
the entropy increases in a compressive shock. For this
purpose plot pk* against 1/pk for given pk* and p, as
indicated in Fig. 1. We introduce the notation 1/p=x.
Point i represents the initial condition of the gas. Then
we draw the locus of all possible shocks with 1 as the
initial point. Examples of such points are k and l. Let
these be in6nitesimally close. Now consider the differ-
ence dS of entropy between points k and /. This is
given by

X~

FIG. 1. The pressure p2* 'ffersus 1jp2 in a compressive shock.

Ke shall now prove that indeed for an ideal gas a
plot of pk* vs. xk is concave throughout. From Eq. (95)
we 6nd

d'p* 2~(~p*+p*)

dxkk (nxk —xk)'

2P a 1
+— — + . (102)

xk' (uxk —x,)' xk(nxk xk) I—

However, Eq. (96) shows that in general (xk/xk) &a, so
that (nxk —x~))0. Hence d'pk*/dxkk&0 at all points
and thus the entropy indeed increases in a compressive
shock for an ideal gas.

In the limiting case of sound waves the entropy
tends to zero. It is of interest to investigate the
entropy change for weak shocks. ' Let the entropy S
and the inverse density x be the independent variables
and expand Ek* and pk* in powers of Ax=xk —xk, and
AS=S2—S~. Then

E,*=E,*+(aE*/ax) s~x+-, (a E*/axk) s(~x)
+,'(O'E*/Bx') s(-Ax)'+ (BE*/BS)k,hS+ . (103)

Since we have seen that E*plays the role of the actual
total energy and p* of the pressure, we have from
thermodynamics:

dQ=, $(p(*—pk*)(xk —xk)+(pk —pk*)(x,—xk)]. (100)
(~E*/~x) s = —p* (104)

Consider now a move from point k to p~. jnt I,. Then
(x~—xk) is negative and dpk is positive. Moreover, ~f
the curve is everywhere concave then

(»—xk)/(Pk* —Pk*) & (»—x~)/(P~* —Pk*) (1o1)

so that dQk and hence dS is positive. If now we consider
another point j, then we can repeat the argument for
this point. Thus eventually we can by differential
regression arrive at point i. Hence point / has higher
entropy than point i provided that the curve is concave
throughout. This argument is analogous to the usual
argument in hydrodynamics, except that of course E*
is replaced by E and p* by P.

(BE*/BS),= T. (105)

%e can see this in a more formal way by recalling that

E*=E+(v'/8~x) (106)

P~ =p+ (v'/8m. x') (107)

and carrying out the indicated di6erentiations in (104)
and (105) and using (87) we find

x(~'p*/~x )s(hx)' —T,ES/hx
'(8'p*/Bx') s-(hx)'+ '(Bp'/BS). E-S (108).

~ This derivation for the case of conventional hydrodynamics is
given in a private communication by R. W. Goranson, entitled
"Seminar Notes, " dated May 13, 1949.
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For small ~
rgb»,'{ap*/as). (109)

holds and we get

M= —[(hx)2/12Tl)(82P*/8x') s. (110)

Dividing now (118) into (117) we fmd

2 i(1 1 p=-i -+-
i

Vl+V2 2 (» V, )
(119)

ENERGY DISSIPATION IN A STRONG SHOCK

In ordinary hydrodynamics strong shocks transform
a considerable portion of the kinetic energy into heat.
It is of interest to determine whether in the presence of
a magnetic field this continues to be true or whether
the magnetic field can act as a sort of cushion producing
elastic recoil where normal hydrodynamics would pre-
dict a strongly inelastic collision. For the sake of
simplicity only transverse shocks are considered.

I.et us therefore investigate whether the following
assumptions are consistent. First, we have a strong
shock, i.e., the relation (vl —v2((()vl) does not hold,
and second,

+1((P1V1

Pl(&P1V1
(112)

Now for a compressive wave (M)2 is negative and for
the special case of the ideal gas we have shown that

d'p2~/dx') 0

so that the AS is positive, which is in accord with the
general proof previously given.

V. OBLIQUE SHOCK

In order to simplify the treatment of the oblique
shock we shall introduce a convenient coordinate sys-
tem. Consider first the co-moving system on side j. of
the shock. As usual we shall denote the quantities in
this system by primes. Thus 8&, '=8&, „'=8&, ,'=0.
Further we choose our coordinate system such that the
shock front is perpendicular to the x axis and the

y axis is so oriented as to make X& lie in the xy p.ane.
In consequence XL,'=0. %e shall assume obliquity of
the shock so that 3C~, '/0 and 3C~, „'/O. Now make a
transformation to a system in which the shock is
stationary and whose velocity relative to the primed
system is parallel to the magnetic lines of force. ' This
"shock system" will be denoted by unprimed symbols.
In particular then

Kl, x/Kl. 2 Vl, g/V1, 2 $1. (121)

4= 2+(»/»)+(»/»). (120)

Equation (120) is satisfied only if vl = v2, i.e., for sound
velocity and noI, for a strong shock. Thus the assump-
tions (112) and (113) require ~vl —v2~&&vl and the
magnetic field does not provide the cushioning eGect,

E2((P2V2'
t

P2(&P2'V2' I

(113)
Since v~ and X~ are parallel, it follows that

Bg =8),„=bj,,=0. (122)

Now we make use of these assumptions in (78) and
(80) and obtain

plv12+ (Kl)2/42r = p2v22+ (3'.2)2/42r (114)

2P1V1 + (Xl)V1/82r 'f P2V2 +(~2)V2 /82r. (115)

Let us, in accordance with (13), set

M= pgg= p2em

and divide (114) and (115) by 3P Then, using .(90)

1 v t'1 1)—(Vl- V2) =
M 822 4V12 V22 j (117)

1 v2(1 1q
(Vl —V2 )=—

(
——

(

4~ ~.. ., ) (118)

We note that in (117) and (118) the pressure and
internal energy terms are neglected as compared with
terms containing diII'erence of velocities. This is justified
because according to the definition of a strong shock
(vl v2) is not —very much less than vl and hence the
differences retained in (117) and (118) are not small.

X,g, =F2, /0. (124)

The particular simplicity of our coordinate system lies
in the fact that

82, ~- 82, „-82, g-O. (125)

This can be seen as follows. Consider the co-moving
system for side 2. In this system 8&'——0 and hence
82' K~'=0. Since the quantity 8 X', is a relativistic
invariant, we find 8~ X',2=0. Thus 82 is perpendicular
to 3'.2. Furthermore, the shock system is stationary so
that DC=0 and hence cur18=0 at the shock front. Since

'lt should be noted that such a transformation obviously
cannot be made for the limiting case of the perpendicular shock.
In the latter case the magnetic lines of force are perpendicular to
the x direction and thus along the shock front. Hence no motion
along the shock front can bring the shock front to rest.

Because 3'.
& lies in the xy plane, we find K&, ,=0 and

eq, =0. Since our transformation is such that the trans-
lation is along the lines of force, the direction or magni-
tude of the magnetic field does not change, i.e.,

K1,.=3C1,,'WO, KL „——Xl „'~0. (123)

In order to find the electromagnetic fields on the other
side of the shock we note that the equation divBC=O
becomes
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8~=0, it follows that 82 is perpendicular to the shock
front. Considering X2, &0, the vector 82 cannot be
perpendicular to both the shock front and the magnetic
Geld. We must therefore (as stated in (125)) set b2 —-0.
In order that no electric fields arise on side 2 because of
the transformation from the primed to the unprimed
system, v2 must be parallel to X~.

X2, z/X2, 2 V2, z/V2, 2 $2( (126)

X2, z/X2, 2 V2, z/V2. 2 lp3. (127)

The picture obtained in our particular coordinate
system is the following. The shock is stationary.
Material streams in from one side and out on the other.
The streamlines are oblique to the shock front. One
expects that the streamlines are refracted in the shock
front. They are everywhere parallel to the magnetic
lines of force which, therefore, are similarly refracted.
It is known that no oblique shocks are possible in an
isotropic medium in the absence of magnetic fields
because the shock front can transfer momentum to the
streaming material only in a direction perpendicular to
the front. The refraction of magnetic lines makes this
type of momentum transfer possible.

To obtain the quantitative effect of this momentum
transfer we now evaluate the T,„components of the
energy momentum tensor. For the system with a
velocity v relative to the co-moving system one finds

T..=P'+ (v,'/c') ll'(P'+ c'2I')

+ (X2/82r) —(X.)2/42r (128)

T,„=(v,v„/c') P2(p'+c'g') —(X~„/42) (129)

T„=(v,v,/c') p2(P'+c22I') (X~./42)— (130)

T.z= ( v*/~) p'—(p'+c'~') (131)

In (128) through (130) we have written X instead of X',
since it has been shown that in the present case the two
vectors are equal. Equations (128) through (131) apply
to side 1 or 2 of the shock depending on whether all
quantities carry subscript 1 or 2. Because of our as-
sumptions, Tl, „——0 holds and according to (9) it follows
that also Tq„=0.

The most natural way in which to satisfy these
equations is to assume v2, ,=3.'2, ,=0. This, indeed,
seems to follow from symmetry. We shall see, however,
in the further discussion that e~, ,=3'.2, ,=0 does not
hold in a particular degenerate case. We shall exclude
at first such a degeneracy by demanding the following
conditions.

CRse I~ T~ QO

Equation (127) and comparison of (129) and (130)
show that

vip+ pdvz= 0

dK =0.
From (121) and (126)

(136)

(137)

X./X„= V./v„= lf . (138)

Equations (136), (137), and (138) in combination with
(133), (134), and (135) then yield

dp (X.)' dlt—v '+—+ ~=0 (139)
dp 4x dp

d4 (X.)' dy—lt v '+ pv, '—— —=0 (140)
dp 4x dp

dE ( dlt ) v dp
pV, +~V—z31+lP—p —$2

~

——P+—V,—=0. (141)
dp E dp j p dp

Substituting the values of dp/dp and dp/dp obtained
from (139) and (140) into (141) we Gnd that (141)
reduces merely to the adiabatic condition

dE/dp= p/p'. (142)

Elimination of dltl/dp between Eqs. (139) and (140)
yields the desired equation for v '

( dp i dp
42rp(v 2)2—

~
42rp—+X 2+@2X 2

~v 2+X 2—=0. (143)
dp i dp

From VL,=XL,——0 we get Tl, ~-0 —and from (9) we
get T~,=O. This last statement is compatible with
(132) and T~WO only if V2, .=0. It then follows that
3'.q, is also zero and the whole phenomenon takes place
in the xy plane.

The equations in this case are fairly involved. %e
limit ourselves to the derivation of formulas for the
non-relativistic sound velocity. In the non-relativistic
case' Eqs. (128), (129), and (131) read as follows:

Plvl, z +pl+ (Xl, v) /Slr
= plv2, .'+ p2+(Xp, „)2/Slr (133)

plvl, zvl, v (XL zXL 2/42I')
=plvl„.v2, „—(Xp„~2,„/42r) (134)

EIPlvl, z+kP1(VL z +VL 2 )Vl. z+plvL z

=E2p2V2, z+2p2(V2, z +'V2. 2 )V2, z+plv2, z. (135)

Equating the expressions for mass flow and the
magnetic flux on the two sides of the shock and re-
placing the difference of the two sides of these equations
by differentials we find

Tzz = vz Tzz/Vz. (132) Thus the general expression for e 2 is given by

4vp(dP/dp)+Xz2(1+4' )+[I4 p(dPv/dp)+(X ) (1+/ ) 12—162rp(X ) (dP/dp)]&
2 ~

s Singe we are discussing the non-relativistic case, primes can be dropped.
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(v')+=dp/dp

(v.') = (X,)'/4' p.

(147)

(148)

The erst solution is the familiar velocity for the parallel
longitudinal shock in hydrodynamics. The second
solution corresponds to the transverse shock and is
indeed identical with that derived by Alfven' for this
case.

The second case of interest to us is that where X —4;
then (144) reduces to

Smpv 1=41rp(dP/dp)+X„'&L41rp(dP/dp)+X„'$ (149)

and
(150)

( ')-=(dp/d )+(X.)'/4 (151)

The first solution is the hydrodynamic transverse
velocity which (as in normal hydrodynamics) is equal
to zero. The second of these solutions is the magneto-
hydrodynamic velocity for the perpendicular longi-
tudinal shock previously expressed by Eq. (83).

Case II. 2' =0
In this case (132) shows that T~, „——0 is compatible

with v, /0, K,&0. The assumption T,„=0will be used
in the form

(v,v„/c') p'(P'+c'V') =X~„/4 . 1r

Using (121), (126), and (127) it follows tha. t

(152)

(v '/c') p'(P'+c'11') = (X )'/41r (153)

Since X1,,——X1,„ the left side of (153) has the same
value for subscripts j. and 2:

L(»,.)'/c'jP1'(P1'+c'v1')
= L(», *)'/c'j»'(p1'+c'&1') (154)

The condition T1,«= T1,«and (131) leads to

It might be noted that the sum of the solutions (where
the two solutions are denoted by a subscript + or —)
is given by

(.:).+(..) =(dp/d p)+(X/4-p),
which is the sum of the squares of the ordinary sound
velocity and the Alfven velocity (84). The product of
the solutions of (144) yields

(v.)~(v,) = (X,'/41rp) (dP/d p), (146)

which is the product of the squares of the ordinary
velocity and the Alfven velocity for X,.

Two special cases of (144) are of particular interest
to us. The first case is X„~O.There (144) reduces to

P] Cgl =P2 CQ2 ~ (161)

Thus Eqs. (157) and (161) together with the equation
of state determine the nature of the solution. Clearly,
a particular solution satisfying (157) and (161) is given
by

Pl P2
I I

QI. =P2
(162)

Equations (162) then imply (for the case of v&, ,——X&,.
=0) that

and

» (Pl +c tj1 )= I12 (P1 +c 111 ).
Thus from (128)

p1'+ (1/Sv.) (X1,„)'
=p, '+ (1/Sv.)L(X,, „)'+(X1,,)'g. (158)

Suppose now that we find a solution that is satisfied
for a given X2, , and corresponding v2, Ke shall verify
below that in this case there exists an entire set of
solutions in which the values of L(X1,,)'+(X, „)']and

L(v1,)'+(v1, „)'] are maintained and», P1 and q& are
also unchanged. Physically this means that for each
outgoing velocity v2 there is a whole set of solutions
such that the v2's describe a cone with the perpendicular
to the shock front as the center line. %'e can easily
verify that all the values corresponding to this cone
are indeed solutions; T&, „as expressed by Eq. (158) is
unchanged, since L(X&,.)'+(X& „)'jis maintained; Tg, v

is still zero, since v„and K„are changed in proportion;
T2,„is still zero, since v, and 3C, are changed in propor-
tion, and, lastly, T2, ,& is not affected, since it does not
depend on y or z components. Thus we see that if the
condition Ti, „——0 is satisfied in the incident stream, the
solution is degenerate and the direction of the outgoing
stream is indeterminate. In this way out-of-the-plane
solutions are compatible with the symmetry of the
incident stream.

In order to simplify further discussion we shall
consider here only the case 3C2, ,= v2, ,=0 and recognize
that any such solution really corresponds to a cone of
solutions. Then (158) reduces to

p1'+(1/8~) L(X1.*)'+(X1,.)'j
p2 +(1/81r)L(X2, z) +(X2, v) ] (159)

Use of Eqs. (154) and (126) yields

Pl + 2 (Vl/C) Pl (Pl +C 1tl )
=p1'+k(v1/c)'p1'(pv'+ "v1'). (160)

Since (v/c)'p'= p' —1, the use of Eq. (157) yields

(v1, z/c )pl (Pl +c YI1 ) (v2, z/c )» (P1 +c v1 ) ~ (155)
Vy, „=&V21» KI, y

—&K2, ye (163)
Combining (154) and (155) yields

Vi, ~=V2, ~ (156)
The positive sign corresponds to no shock, the case of
the negative sign we shall denote by the term "sym-
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1 42r pp'
e= —+—

i
+—n'

i
c' K2 EC2

(164)

Note that Eq. (164) states that if K—+~, then o=c.
Examine now whether (162) is the only condition

satisfying Eqs. (157) and (161) or whether there are
other solutions. Since e~, ,= v2, „the equation expressing
the conservation of particles is

metrical shock. "For the symmetrical shock T&, ,„=T&, ,„
implies that both these quantities vanish. Using (129),
(121),and the definition of p2 one obtains for the velocity
of the symmetrical shock'

can be written as

moc26s = —5(s E )+DP (168)

soc'~ s'=+~(s'E') +(P l's2/sl ) (P2'sl /s2) ~ (169)

We now assume that the equation of state is non-
relativistic on both sides of the shock. If we divide
(168) by smoc', then we notice that

A—(s'E')+ DP' j/smoc'«1 (170)
so that

hS'/S'«1.

Hence Eq. (169) may be rewritten as

I
P 1+1 @2+2 ~ (165)

m,c2as'=+~(s'E') ~~P'. (172)

Hence, use of Eq. (4) permits the rewriting of (161)and

(157), respectively, as

sl moc +sl El Pl = s2 moc +s2 E2 P2 (166)

moc sl El +Pl moc s2 E2 +P2
+ = +, . (167)

Sl' (Sl')' S,' (S2')'

Multiplying Eq. (167) by sl's2', Eqs. (166) and (167)

This agrees with the velocity given by H. Alfvhn in his book,
Cosmzcu/ Ejectrodyeamics (Oxford University Press, London,
3.950), p. 85, for a somewhat more specialized case.

Combining (170) with (168) we find

op'»s'(aE') (173)

Note that Eqs. (172) and (71) are identical. We have
seen that the latter equation together with (171) re-
quires a peculiar equation of state. Therefore, the
symmetrical shock and the associated cone of solutions
are as a general rule the only ones compatible with
T,„=O and an unrelativistic equation of state.

If on both sides of the shock the extreme relativistic
ideal gas law holds, 3p'=COD'. This is evidently incon-
sistent with (161) except for Pl' ——P2' and Sl' ——S2'.
Thus we are brought back to (162).


